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This work presents a simplemodel to describe the consortia of algae-bacteria in a photo-bioreactor. Themodel is
inspired by the Activated SludgeModel (ASM) structure, which includes different process rates and stoichiomet-
ric parameters. The model comprises two main biomass populations (algae and bacteria), two dissolved sub-
strates (ammonium and nitrate) and two dissolved gases (oxygen and carbon dioxide) in the reactor. The
model was calibrated with data from batch experiments performed in two lab-scale photo-bioreactors. A sensi-
tivity analysis was done to identify the parameters to be considered for the model calibration. Results indicate
that themaximum algae and bacteria growth rate, bacteria growth yield and half-saturation constant for carbon
were the most sensitive parameters. Moreover, the comparison between the experiments and the model shows
good agreement in terms of predicting the ammonium, nitrate and oxygen concentrations in the photo-
bioreactor.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, special attention has been devoted to studying the
potential benefits of using algae in biological processes for wastewater
treatment [1]. Under illumination, algae consume carbon dioxide and
produce oxygen. This activity can be beneficial in wastewater treatment
processes, since the oxygen produced by algae can be used by aerobic
bacteria to biodegrade pollutants. Additionally, algae can consume the
carbon dioxide released from bacterial respiration for photosynthesis
[1,2], thereby completing the photosynthetic cycle. In this way, the en-
ergy costs for both aeration and carbon dioxide generation can be re-
duced. However, an important factor to consider is that algae growth
is light limited [3]. The review from Subashchandrabose et al. [1] show
results from experiments at various scales with different reactor config-
urations and with different algae-bacteria genera for degrading pollut-
ants and removing nutrients from wastewater.

Recent studies have highlighted the potential of consortia of algae-
bacteria. For example, Su et al. [4] performed batch experiments
showing the effect of different ratios of algae-bacteria on several process
indicators, including dissolved oxygen (DO), chemical oxygen demand
(COD), pH and total suspended solids (TSS). Comparisons were made
with algae alone and sludge alone. Experiments show that it is possible
to obtain higher rates of nitrogen and phosphorus removal when a con-
sortium of algae-bacteria is used. Algae cultivated in photo-bioreactors
have been shown to be a potential substrate for methane production

[5] due to their ability to photosynthesize and their relatively high
growth rate.

From the point of view of modeling, several attempts have been
made to describe the algae dynamics. The basic Droop model [6],
which assumes onemain substrate, one biomass and one internal nitro-
gen cell quota, has been able to describe the main behavior of algae dy-
namics in line with experimental studies. Further studies have added
different levels of complexity to the algae model. In addition to the var-
iables presented in [6], Bernard [7] presented a model which includes
the chlorophyll concentration in order to predict the light attenuation
in the photobioreactor. The chlorophyll concentration depends on the
amount of particulate nitrogen and the amount of light to which the
algae is photo acclimated. The model also takes into account the differ-
ence in light intensity between the surface and bottomof the bioreactor.
Bouterfas et al. [8] studied the effect of light and temperature on the
growth of different algae species in batch culture experiments. The re-
sults were compared with different mathematical models for the
growth rate.

Yin-Hu [9] presented a model to describe the combined effect of
phosphorus, nitrogen and light intensity on the algae growth rate
based on the Steele model (used to describe the relationship between
the specific growth rate of algae and the light intensity) together with
the classical Monod model and the Droopmodel. The review presented
by Béchet et al. [10] gives special attention to light intensity as a key fac-
tor in algae activity. This study divided models into three principal
types. Type I models take into account the rate of photosynthesis of
the entire culture being a function of the incident or average light inten-
sity. Type II models account for the impact of light gradients on the local
rate of photosynthesis. Type III models consider that the rate of
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photosynthesis is a function of the light intensity experienced by the
algae over time. Decostere et al. [11] presented a basic model for algae
dynamics considering the growth on inorganic carbon. Themodel struc-
ture was inspired by the Activated Sludge Models (ASMs), and the cali-
bration was conducted using data from respirometric-tritimetric
experiments in order to adjust kinetics parameters.

Recently, Solimeno et al. [12] presented a model for an algae treat-
ment process based on the River Water Quality Model no. 1 (RWQM1)
[13], which is part of the ASMs. The model includes carbon limiting
the growth of algae, and a dynamic model for the photosynthesis previ-
ously proposed by Eilers and Peeters [14]. Dochain et al. [15] proposed a
dynamic model of a waste stabilization pond which considers threemi-
croorganisms: microalgae, aerobic bacteria and sulphate-reducing an-
aerobic bacteria. The study includes the model calibration using data
from different seasons.

The aim of the presentwork is to propose a simplemodel to describe
the dynamics involved in the consortia of algae-bacteria in a photo-bio-
reactor bymeans of themost elementary process reactions and compo-
nents. Thework includes a sensitivity analysis of themodel parameters.
The results of this sensitivity analysis were used for the model calibra-
tion, which was assessed by using experimental data obtained from
batch experiments in lab-scale photo-bioreactors. Part of the model is
inspired by the ASM no. 1 [16] for the bacteria dynamics, and the
other part is inspired by the recent work presented by [12] for the
algae dynamics. In our model, several assumptions were made in
order to simplify the expressions for the process rates, and to reduce
the number of the model components and parameters. Based on this
work, we believe that the developedmodel is an important step for cre-
ating a fundamental platform for dynamic studies of the consortia of
algae-bacteria in a photo-bioreactor.

The paper is organized as follows. The mathematical model is pre-
sented, with a description of its components and process rates. This is
followed by details of the experimental and model setup. Next, results
of the model calibration are shown, followed by a discussion and
conclusion.

Nomenclature
balg Algae decay [1/d]
bbac Bacteria decay [1/d]
fbac
C CO2 produced per bacteria [g CO2/g COD]

falg
C Fraction of CO2 in algae [g CO2/g COD]

falg
N Fraction of N in algae [g N/g COD]

I Irradiance [μmol/m2s]
iXbac

N used during growth of bacteria [g N/g COD]
KLao2 Mass transfer coefficient of O2 [1/d]
Kco2 Algae half-saturation constant for C [g C/m3]
KI Algae half-saturation constant for I [μmol/m2s]
Kn,alg Algae half-saturation constant for N [g N/m3]
Kn,bac Bacteria half-saturation constant for N [g N/m3]
Ko2 Bacteria half-saturation constant for O [g N/m3]
p Reference parameter value
Sco2 Dissolved CO2 gas concentration [g CO2/m3]
Snh4 Dissolved NH4-N concentration [g N/m3]
Sno3 Dissolved NO3-N concentration [g N/m3]
So2 Dissolved O2 gas concentration [g O2/m3]
So2
sat Saturation concentration for O2 in water [g O2/m3]
t Time domain [d]
Ts Simulation time [d]
Xalg Algae biomass concentration [g COD/m3]
Xbac Bacteria biomass concentration [g COD/m3]
Ybac Bacteria growth yield [g COD/g N]
Yalg,nh4

C Algae CO2 yield on NH4 [g COD/g CO2]
Yalg,nh4

N Algae N yield on NH4 [g COD/g N]
Yalg,nh4
O Algae oxygen production yield on NH4 [g O2/g COD]

Yalg,no3
C Algae CO2 yield on NO3 [g COD/g CO2]

Yalg,no3
N Algae N yield on NO3 [g COD/g N]

Yalg,no3
O Algae O2 production yield on NO3 [g O2/g COD]

y Vector of experimental values
y Vector of model values
Δp Change in parameter value p
μalg Algae specific growth rate [1/d]
μbac Bacteria specific growth rate [1/d]
ρ Process rate [g/m3d]
σΔp

y Sensitivity coefficient [−]

Abbreviations

ASM Activated Sludge Model
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand [g/m3]
DO Dissolved Oxygen [g/m3]
DOC Dissolved Organic Carbon [g/m3]
FIT Degree of fit between model and experiment values [−]
LHS Latin hypercube sampling
LW Lake water
TOC Total Organic Carbon [g/m3]
TSS Total Suspended Solids [g/m3]
WW Wastewater
WWTP Wastewater treatment plant

2. The model

We consider a biological process where the interaction between
algae and bacteria takes place in a culture volume, see Fig. 1.

The algae grow with light, consume substrate containing either car-
bon or nitrogen and produce dissolved oxygen (O2). The carbon compo-
nent in the substrate is modeled as dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2), and
the nitrogen is modeled as dissolved ammonium (NH4) and nitrate
(NO3), whereas the bacteria grow with O2 and NH4 and produce NO3

and CO2.

2.1. Model assumptions

The proposed model for this biological process is based on the fol-
lowing set of general assumptions:

• Only one class of bacteria and one class of algae are considered.
• The bacteria are assumed to be autotrophic.
• The algae growth on dissolved ammonium and nitrate, where the
stoichiometry relationships presented in [17] are assumed.

• Due to the small size of the reactor, the irradiance of light is consid-
ered homogeneous throughout the photo-bioreactor.

• Since the experiments were carried out with controlled liquid tem-
perature, the dependence of stoichiometric and biokinetics parame-
ters on temperature was not included.

• Inhibition of algae cause by either the excess of light or excess of car-
bon dioxide was not considered.

Fig. 1. Schema representing the algae-bacteria interaction in a culture volume.
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